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News Flash:

UK Funds Smart
Cities, China Unicom
& Smart Parking
UK Gives $15 Million (USD) for Smart Cities Project
The UK Government is holding a competition for smart city innovations. Its goal is to have municipal
leaders work together with startups to drive smart city projects. The competition is funded by tax payers
and applications are open until Sept. 30, 2015. The UK is looking for a host of participants that want
to solve city issues like trafic congestion, improve air quality, and or reduce noise pollution. Source:
TechCrunch.

Telecom Trivia
How Many Unique Subscibers
and Connections were in Latin
America in 2013 respectively?
		
a. 237 Million and 589 Million
		
		 b. 155 Million and 306 Million
		
		 c. 15 Million and 220 Million
		

d. 320 Million and 636 Million

				
				
				

Huawei and China Telecom Unveil
Smart Parking Solution
Using Huawei’s 4.5G LTE-M network, China Unicom
rolls out its smart parking solution as the first
“commercial application of commercial LTE-based
cellular IoT.” This comes shortly after Huawei has
confirmed its participation in several projects with the
European Commission for its Horizon 2020 projects.
Huawei’s efforts will help speed 5G’s pressence in
the market. Smart parking solutions are just one of
the many smart city solutions that can improve our
quality of life. China Unicom’s solution paired with
Huawei’s LTE-M network will broaden smart parking
development and adoption. Source: Telecoms.com.

The Answer is D.
Source: GSMA
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Smart Cities or
Smart Silos and the IoT
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a
numbers game; predictions on data
volume, connected devices, estimated
revenue, etc.
By James Brehm
James Brehm & Associates (JBA) estimates that at the
end of 2014 the total IoT market consisted of 12 billion
connected devices. We believe that includes 165 million
cellular connections, 1 billion wireline connections,
10 million long-range, low power wide area network
connections, and 4 billion industrial short-range wireless
connections. And when segmenting things even further,
we estimate that the number of smart city connections
could be segmented to include roughly 65% of the
market.
Because the term “smart city” is ambiguous and includes
solutions from 20+ different vertical markets, when you
include hardware, connectivity, systems integration,
planning, design, savings, analytics, data storage
archival and transport, the combined market potential
will exceed $1 trillion for just the largest cities by 2020.
The challenges smart cities face are more fundamental
than in other markets. For one, all cities are different. The
population, socio-economic makeup, size, population
density, ethnic diversity, weather conditions, number of
vehicles, segmentation of businesses, demographics of
inhabitants, and a host of other factors contribute to the

challenges of the market. While some smart city services
can be static and universal to all cities, many services
are dependent on these contributing factors. Health care
services, for example, are directly tied to the makeup of
the population. Early adopters, however, have shown a
clear focus on security, sustainability, traffic reduction,
power savings, and efficiency optimization.
In the US, suburbanization, urban sprawl, a migrating
population outside of “ring roads” means better
and more efficient transportation and more efficient
commercial services such as waste collection are key.
When you combine that with the aging population and
water shortages in urban areas, the top 4 needs for smart
cities are easily seen. In order to address those needs,
smart silos are needed.
Problems with Smart Silos
Today’s focus of smart cities is usually viewed from
the perspective of large technology companies as the
enablers—as the catalysts for change. This causes us to
view things from the top-down; you see, technologyenebaled change usually comes with a large price tag.
It means forklift-upgrades and centralized, proprietary
systems and solutions that are silo-ed. Some cities
are making mistakes by building isolated, silo-ed
applications on a department-by-deparment basis.
I recently moderated a panel on smart cities at Informa’s
IoT World Conference in San Francisco. Joining me on
the panel were a mixture of vendors, service providers,
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consultants and even the CTO of Los Angeles. After
asking each panelist to introduce themselves and what
the theme of the panel, Using Big Data and Analytics to
Drive the Smart City, meant to them, I began the panel
with a statement: “There are no smart cities, only smart
silos.”
Smart silos are systems that workk together to offer
“smart” services to a community. Many of them drive
the development of smart cities, which include anything
and everything from smart grid solutions to smart
transportation to intelligent waste management.
Smart Grid
Power generation is where everything begins. In the
legacy grid, there is no way to store power, so generation
needs to equal demand to be optimally efficient. Today’s
generators need to better manage the operations of all
sources of energy and capacity. They need to use data
analytics to improve asset management and optimize

resources. Smart grids combine the use of sensors,
networking equipment and communication networks
to gather and act on information to automate processes
and improve the generation, distribution and use of
electricity.
Eliminating spikes through efficient transmission and
power conditioning improves power quality, reduces
strain on electric appliances, increases ecosystem
efficiency, and lowers the total cost of ownership (TCO)
for consumers. Additionally, efficient monitoring and
the use of real-time analytics help with control of the
production and distribution of electricity.
Smart Streetlights
With more than 1 billion streetlights in North America
and nearly 3 billion globally, streetlights are ubiquitous
in cities today. Yet the vast majority of the streetlights
deployed worldwide are low-efficiency sodium or
mercury vapor streetlights that have been used for
decades. But now, municipalities and utilities alike are
changing to networked solutions that include lower
power light emitting diode (LED) technology.
We believe that approximately 10 million of the 3
billion streetlights maybe networked today, meaning
that tremendous growth exists. And as cities network
streetlights, other sensors such as motion, video, noise
and air quality can also be included in street light poles,
leading us towards a smarter society.
Smart Transportation
As Transportation and Logistics has become one of
the world’s largest industries, the IoT and Machineto-Machine (M2M) solutions have been implemented
to connect and monitor a wide range of industry
segments. Led by an ever-growing global supply chain
and increasing customer demands for dependable and
efficient distribution of shipments, the transportation
and logistics industry is rapidly becoming an
interconnected network of M2M technologies.
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Whether transporting goods via land, sea, or air, the
implementation of M2M solutions leads companies to
develop more efficient supply chains, deliver goods safely
and on time, and reduce overall operating costs.
JBA estimates the current transportation and logistics
industry is worth $4.5 trillion dollars and is rapidly
growing. With the increasing number of vehicles on
the road, the industry is constantly facing competitive
pressures to keep costs down while improving security
and efficiency. These solutions offer the necessary
visibility required to drive productivity whether tracking
containers, fleets, valuable assets and or
personal vehicles.

manage vehicle performance and reduce maintenance,
optimize route efficiencies, and meet regulation
compliance. Additionally, fleet owners also benefit
from route optimization solutions, which drastically
improve transportation time by gathering location data
and assigning routes more efficiently. Consolidation
of shipments and route optimization cuts fuel costs,
reduces mileage and idling, reduces pollution, and
maximizes vehicle utilization. Improved routing cuts
overall costs, maximizes the use of vehicle assets and
allows for employees to focus on other projects within

Connected Car
With the automobile being the primary mode of
transportation in the US, the personal benefits of the
connected car include reduced traffic, improved safety
and security, information transmission improving the
in-vehicle experience, and the capabilities to connect car
to home and in the future vehicle-to-vehicle. Many cars
are implementing safety features that warn of upcoming
traffic hazards, notify drivers of violated safety laws,
provide lane merging and lateral collision assistance,
and automatically call the nearest emergency center in
case of extreme wrecks or injuries. This improves traffic
flow, and by connection, quality of life.
Other benefits of the connected car to the consumer
include maintenance updates, mileage tracking, and
the ability to connect with the home, saving energy
and increasing convenience. By linking a vehicle to
a home, systems can be set up to turn off lights, turn
off the thermostat, and other electronic devices when
the car leaves the premise, and return back to normal
functioning upon return to the home. These are all
benefits coming from the smart city.
Connected Fleets
Fleet owners are using fleet management systems to

the organization. This reduces total traffic on roadways
and improves quality of life within the smart city
Bicycle Sharing
Pollution, traffic and rising oil costs are just a few of the
reasons why urban transportation needs a facelift. Nextgeneration bicycle sharing systems are an alternative
and can be stationed around a city where you can swipe
your credit card, grab a bike and get to where you’re
going. You pay for the time you used the bike and
return it to any sharing station. They use connectivity
to process the transaction, location based services to
know what stations have inventory needs and analytics
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to understand where and when services are used.
Public Transportation
As public transportation services have faced competitive
pressure from shared and private services, such as Uber
and Zipcar, they have had to evolve to meet passenger
needs. Once public transit authorities recognized how
M2M transformed asset tracking and fleet management,
they introduced solutions to track public transit timing,
monitor routes and provide connectivity to passengers
through public Wi-Fi.
Through passenger connectivity, public transport is
becoming more versatile, enabling these systems to
respond to current competitive pressures. Additionally,
cashless systems eliminate cash handling risks and
improve business efficiencies with real time access to
customer data. Once this connectivity is provided,
public transport systems can connect multiple devices
such as video surveillance cameras, digital display and
GPS systems can enable new and innovative services
such as passenger Wi-Fi access.
Smart Parking
According to Streetline, a leader in smart parking
solutions, conventional parking is a $25 billion industry.
And aside from adding a few spaces for electric vehicle

recharging, it has seen little innovation in decades. In
the Smart City, however, parking spaces can either
communicate with a smartphone application or directly
with a vehicle’s navigation system, allowing for a
reduction in gridlock, a better use of resources (parking
spaces and gas to find them) and higher consumer
satisfaction from an improved quality of life.
Many pilots are currently underway. Most notably in
Milton Keynes in the UK, it was found that over 7,000
parking spaces were being underutilized, which cost
taxpayers hundreds of millions of pounds annually. By
implementing smart parking solutions, taxpayers would
see their money put to better use as well as an increased
use in current parking spaces.
Building and Home Automation
Building automation is a vital part of many of the use
cases related to energy efficiency and smart living in
the context of smart cities, but smart homes and smart
building are more than just energy efficient. Security
and access control, air quality and ventilation, home
automation, remote surveillance, monitoring, and the
control of sensors which detect motion, noise, moisture,
temperature, humidity, smoke, CO2, and radon/
hazardous gas are all important drivers of the space. Yet
each of these areas can tie to other areas of the smart city,
such as transportation, grid and sustainability.
Environmental Sustainability
Between 2015 and 2050, the number of people
living in cities is expected to grow from around
3.5 billion to over 6.25 billion. While the
majority of this growth is expected to be in
developing countries, including India, China,
Korea, and others, many of the world’s major
cities (New York, Seoul, Tokyo, Cairo, Shanghai,
Amsterdam, Singapore, Dubai, etc.) have
embarked on smart city projects. The rise in the
number of people migrating to urban areas is
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resulting in overpopulation in modern cities, causing
social, political, environmental and energy instability.
Moving forward, the primary focus of smart city projects
must be on increased sustainability.
Water
Smart water solutions point to water and wastewater
infrastructure that ensures this precious resource is
managed effectively. Today, in the US, nearly 1/3 of
all water pumped from wells is lost before it reaches
the faucet by leaking pipes. It is necessary to install
smart meters as a smart water system is designed to
gather meaningful and actionable data about the flow,
pressure and distribution of a city’s water. Leaks can
be pinpointed by using intelligent algorithms; this data
reduces the expense of digging and replacing water
mains and conserves the resource itself. Further, the
World Health Organization reports that the majority of
the world’s population is living in cities, and it expects
that number to continue to grow; it is critical then that
the consumption and forecasting of water use is accurate.
Waste
With the total volume of waste generated globally
expected to increase by nearly 50% over the next decade,
the adoption of innovative technologies will result
in more integrated waste management solutions that
move beyond the traditional use of labor, diesel trucks
and conventional landfills. Whether it is sensors on
dumpsters tied to fleet management systems on refuse
trucks, using analytics to predict the growth in trash,
education on the importance of recycling or using
technology to separate mixed plastic into different waste
streams, a focus on bringing smart city silos together is
critical to solving the sustainability problem.
Final Thoughts
There are too many factors driving and inhibiting the
current market to be discussed here, but we believe this
snapshot provides an understanding of the market’s

challenges and why JBA views smart cities as smart silos
in action.
Though the value of smart cities is being demonstrated
in pilot programs across the globe, cities with reduced
budgets can struggle with implementing such programs.
There is a clear need to increase efficiency, yet many
cities lack the capital to do so. Additionally, citizens
have new demands—they want information from city
government anytime, anywhere, on any device—and
since mobile technology is prevalent in every aspect
of our life now, the citizen requires immediacy, better
service, and taxpayer value from their governments.
The interim step is through smart silos. Until we build
smart cities from the ground up, the Cloud will need to
serve as the equalizer, taking politics, budgets and turf
wars out of the mix. Smart city managers will then be
able to use open data initiatives to aggregate the silo-ed
data through cloud architectures and “horizontalize”
the Smart City in the clouds.
—Read the full study in M2M Now.
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What Will Carlos
Do?
A couple of weeks ago I was watching
the ESPN 30 For 30 episode “Of
Miracles And Men” – a wonderful piece
chronicling how Team USA upset the
Soviet Union in the “Miracle On Ice”.
By Keith Tamboer
Many stories have been told about the USA’s run for
hockey gold in 1980 but what made this story unique
—and really interesting—is that the story is told from
the Soviet’s perspective. It got me thinking of how there
are two sides to every story and that the other side of
the story can be as interesting as the story we’re used to
hearing.
Recently, I’ve seen a lot of positive commentary on
AT&T’s growth strategy in Mexico and Latin America.
In a short period of time, AT&T acquired Iusacell and
Nextel Mexico positioning itself as the 3rd largest mobile
service provider in Mexico. The acquisition of DirecTV
will add more assets to AT&T’s growing portfolio across
the region. A U.S.-Mexico mobile service and video
footprint provides AT&T a unique value proposition in
North America and offers growth opportunities outside
of the increasingly competitive U.S. market.
The near-monopoly incumbent in Mexico is America
Movil. Its mobile subsidiary, Telcel, has 72 million
subscribers and a market share of approximately 70%;
its fixed line and broadband subsidiary, TelMex, has
more than 21 million customers with a market share

of approximately 80%. Through its many acquisitions,
AT&T has become a direct competitor with America
Movil who stand to lose customers and revenue due to
the arrival of the new market entrant.
In 2012, the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) published a review of
telecommunication policy and regulation in Mexico.
The study found that lack of competition has led to
increased costs, poor penetration, and low infrastructure
development. The OECD study was a catalyst for
Mexican government reforms that have opened up the
telecommunications market and encouraged companies
like AT&T to invest in the country. Government
efforts to lessen America Movil’s monopoly will force
asset sales ultimately generating cash. This will be a
catalyst for America Movil to evaluate options across its
telecommunications portfolio.
Despite its monopoly in Mexico, America Movil is no
stranger to competition. America Movil is one of the
largest telecommunications companies in the world
owned by Carlos Slim, one of the richest persons in the
world. Its Claro subsidiary offers service throughout
Latin America including nearly 72 million subscribers
in Brazil and 30 million subscribers in Colombia. In the
competitive Brazil mobile market, Claro is a close #3
provider to Telefonica and TiM Brazil (Telecom Italia).
Tracfone is America Movil’s U.S. subsidiary with more
than 25 million prepaid subscribers; but America Movil
does not own any U.S. network infrastructure. Most
Tracfone subscribers are on AT&T’s network and bolster
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Acquiring Dish would provide America Movil with
the needed spectrum required for U.S. wireless
subscriber growth and U.S. content to complement
its Latin American content portfolio. America Movil
could focus on the large U.S. Hispanic population to
deliver a differentiated content experience across video
and mobile.

AT&T’s reseller subscriber counts and revenues.
AT&T’s entry into Mexico is a new competitive threat
for America Movil. AT&T’s unique value proposition of
a U.S. - Mexico service area provides a differentiated
offering to what America Movil can currently offer.
So what are America Movil’s options? In early June,
Dish admitted to merger talks with T-Mobile. A
Dish – T-Mobile tie up can have the same benefit
as the AT&T – DirecTV merger but at a smaller
scale. T-Mobile needs Dish’s vast wireless spectrum
holdings and Dish needs T-Mobile’s operational
infrastructure and distribution. A Dish – T-Mobile
merger is more about necessity than opportunity.
But what could America Movil do with T-Mobile
and Dish?
Acquiring T-Mobile would provide America Movil
with the network infrastructure it needs to be
more than a prepaid reseller in the U.S. market.
With T-Mobile, America Movil could counter
AT&T with its own U.S.-Mexico service area and
potentially expand that service area to include more
of Latin America. Owning T-Mobile would also
allow America Movil to move Tracfone subscribers
off AT&T’s network – hurting AT&T’s subscriber
counts and consolidating customers on owned
network infrastructure.

Expansion into Latin American and, specifically,
Mexico has improved AT&T’s prospects for longterm growth. But AT&T’s actions have consequences
for America Movil – a company with the leadership,
resources, and experience to respond. At a minimum,
Mexico’s telecommunications market is about to heat
up. It’s very possible the U.S. market will heat up, too.

Smart City Trivia
How Many Streetlights are there in the World?
a. 750 million
b. 58 million
c. 1 billion
d. 3.2 billion
The answer is C.
According to JBA research, there are roughly
60 million streetlights within the U.S. alone,
but total global numbers is somewhere close
to 1 billion. As cities become smarter, we
can expect to see these billion streetlights
become more intelligent, more energy
efficient, and more intuitive overall.
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Smart City
Fun Facts

Ireland’s Unsettling Discovery
Despite massive pushback from the public, Ireland implemented traditional water meters for the first
time in its history back in March. It’s a good thing they did too: within the first few months, Irish water
authorities have estimated that Ireland is losing enough water each day to fill 18 olympic sized swimming pools, all stemming from leaky pipes across the country. Imagine what they’d discover if their
meters were connected.... Source: RTE News.

Urbanization Drives Smart Cities
—By 2008, 50% of the global population lived in cities and is expected to increase to 65% by
2040.
—1.3 million people move to cities each week.
—There are 21 megacities worldwide (more than 10 million in people). Tokyo is the largest
megacity with more than 36 million people. By 2020, the global number is expected to grow to 29.
Source: Postscapes.

Eiffel Tower Becomes World’s Largest Antenna
In 1898, Alexandre-Gustave Eiffel erected an antenna to the top of his creation in an effort to increase
its value to the city. This proved to be essential to the French military and their involvement with WWI
and WWII. Currently, there are over 100 antennae on top of the tower, which beam radio and television
broadcasts around the world. Source: History.
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Smart Cities at a
Glance
The pervasive use of connected
devices and the explosive power
driving the Internet of Things (IoT)
forward has made it easy to connect
almost anything. Because of this,
we’ve put ourselves on a direct
path to connecting the entire world,
pushing us towards a new Era of
Communication.
By Martha Vazquez and Joyce Deuley
Once our systems and infrastructures are connected, not
only can we truly harness the power of the IoT, but also
improve efficiencies, conserve resources and lead more
sustainable lives. Part of this vision is the development
and creation of smart cities. With our current trajectory,
it isn’t a matter of how we will, so much as when we will
be able to have a truly smart city? The answer: not yet.
Some of the biggest opportunities within the IoT
industry are integral to the development of smart cities,
which includes anything from managing streetlights
to better waste management systems to intelligent
parking solutions, as well as improved emergency
response services. Eventually, a truly smart city will
interconnect those systems and offer ways for the
community to interact with them. But connecting them
poses a great challenge: many of these first smart cities
projects will consist of integrating current systems,

as well as retrofitting legacy infrastructures with new
technologies, since most municipal infrastructures are
already established. This will be costly and take many
years before full integration is complete, but it will
happen.
The need for smart cities is only increasing. According
to Our World in Data, the population has exceeded 7
billion and will only continue to increase throughout
the century. The United Nations has projected that 54
percent of the world’s population lives in urbanized
areas, a number expected to increase to 66 percent,
which has been projected as an additional 2.5 billion
people in urbanized areas by 2050 with nearly 90
percent concentrated in Africa and Asia. As large-scale
urbanization continues, cities will need ways to improve
efficiencies, reduce pollutants and improve quality of life
for their inhabitants.
With the advent of the IoT, we’ve seen an onslaught of
devices help us take a step toward a smarter world. For
instance, homes have become smarter with intelligent
locks, thermostats and security systems. Smart cities
are a natural progression of this and are constantly
evolving with our growing needs. As urbanization
rapidly continues and as the population continues to
rise, our need for intelligent systems will also increase,
bringing cities together through the interconnection of
homes, traffic lights, as well as parking meters, police,
fire and emergency response systems, as well as waste
management systems.
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Where Smart Cities are Headed

Smart Cities and the IoT
Smart cities are a key area of enablement within the IoT
industry, it seems almost everywhere you turn someone
is talking about how to make cities “smarter” and how to
do it quickly. The smart city market is actually a master
market that consists of a number of different silos or
systems that should work together to provide intelligent
services to the community. The goal is to connect a
city’s infrastructure in a way that will reduce costs
and maximize energy and utilities resources, enhance
visibility into communities, improve overall efficiencies
of the city’s transportation system, as well as other
support systems. Another key component of a smart city
includes the ability for the community to live healthier
and more efficient lives.
To do this, cities need some key applications, which
can be found in segments like transportation, energy &
utilities, emergency response, and building management.
The art of connecting these different systems defines
the role of a smart city. Because of how quickly the
population is rising, as well as the rate of urbanization,
traditional solutions alone will not be enough: cities
must move to intelligent connected systems. Within
these interconnected systems, utilities and energy
segments will play a large role in developing smart cities,
as well as other verticals such as transportation, waste
management and digital signage.

The use of smart meters and smart grid technologies
will be a main focus for many cities trying to provide
energy control and cost reductions to the community,
as well as to improve the environmental impact overall.
The smart grid is typically referred to as a number
of digital technologies that work together in order
to provide more control and automation from the
utility company to its customers. These connected
technologies work together to provide the community
and the utility companies substantial savings and
efficiencies on energy within the home or office.
With increased urbanization and population spikes,
providing continuous energy to cities will become
increasingly difficult. Many major cities are already
experiencing the strains of a large population and try
to combat the issue with regularly scheduled brown
outs, but that doesn’t always work. Having smart grid
solutions that can properly monitor and manage energy
needs and usage across a city grid proves helpful in
mitigating outages as well as related costs. Service
providers are looking to place smart meters and sensors
on their systems to collect real-time data to gain a current
perspective of their system and how it is being utilized.
By offering these smart grid enhancements, customers
are able to effectively monitor their energy use from the
home or remotely and can better manage it and the cost.
Plus, a city can drastically cut the need for traditional
metering readings, reducing rollouts and the amount of
time it takes city employees to manually obtain meter
readings.
Additionally, cities can benefit from identifying water
leaks before they become a large problem. A large
portion of city water never makes it into the home or
office—instead, it gets lost through micro-leaks within
the system or due to pressure differentiation and unoptimized pressure schedules. Being able to detect
leaks when they initially begin through real-time alerts
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and predictive maintenance solutions can save cities
hundreds of thousands of dollars, if not millions, within
the first year. This is particularly true for rural areas
with little to no ability to monitor the system—if a leak
occurs, it may go unnoticed for several weeks, deeply
affecting other parts of the system as well as racking up
massive costs and damage. Having smart water meter
sensors on the pipes with real-time SMS alerts can cut
that time and cost exponentially. These smart meters
also impact heavily urbanized areas and can present
huge savings by better managing peak water usage
times and help schedule pressure changes with the least
amount of waste or cost. Additionally, customers will
be able to monitor their usage within the home, all of
which presents the opportunity for utilities companies
to better serve the community as well as update current
business models and offer more cost-effective services
and improved resource management.
Within these smart cities, the integration of various
systems will bring a wealth of opportunities by offering
the cities different ways to connect together, such as
improved customer experiences, optimized business
processes and new revenue streams, all the while
enhancing their ability to become a city of choice for
tourists and future residents. One application that is
making headway across this market is intelligent traffic
management systems. The number of vehicles on the
road is expected to grow by 2.5 billion by 2050. As more
vehicles are added, cities will struggle with the ability to
sustain a solid infrastructure and be difficult to maintain
and afford. The EPA has also noted that the higher
amount of traffic on the roads increases the amount of
emissions; however, certain activities—congestion or
stop-and-go movement, and fast driving—can increase
certain amounts of pollutants.

cities are plagued with congested freeways, parking
issues, city gridlocks, and high fuel consumption and
emissions. Cities have been working diligently to roll
out smart city projects in order to make their cities more
efficient, safe and sustainable for optimal growth. The
challenges and the needs for smart cities are not only
limited to smart traffic solutions, but also smart parking.
As cities grow, commuters can get access for up-todate parking information from smart parking systems.
Congestion is largely caused by commuters looking for
parking, so a number of large cities like San Francisco
and LA have deployed smart parking sensors within
parking lots. These sensors are able to communicate
through an application on a smart phone to determine
in real time when a parking spot or a cheaper spot has
come available.
But, perhaps the most valuable aspect of a fully integrated
smart city will be the overall impact on the rate of which
emergency first responders will improve. When the
traffic systems are keyed into police departments, fire
departments, as well as ambulance service providers,
lives will be saved. These intelligent traffic systems
will be able to automatically provide authorities
and emergency services with information that can
drastically cut their response time. Another aspect of
this would be to integrate this information into hospital
systems to ensure that the victims will be transported

Traffic congestion alone is causing high levels of
pollutants and has become a huge problem for most
major cities. With ever-growing vehicle populations,
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to the nearest hospital with room for care, in addition
to having hospital staff already poised to take over once
critical care patients arrive.
Enabling Smart Cities
Companies such as IBM, PTC and SAP are actively
involved in enabling smart city initiatives. In 2009, IBM
announced their smart cities program, which centered
on IBM working intensely with hundreds of cities around
the world to help make smart cities a reality. Throughout
the course of the project, IBM worked with a number
of sensor providers and offered platform-agnostic
protocols in order to better integrate solutions. IBM’s
data-management software collects and analyzes sensor
data and can be used in any combination of building,
energy, transportation and water management needs.
One example of this is the recent agreement between
IBM and the New Jersey Turnpike Authority for a new
transportation solution to reduce traffic congestion and
improve flow on two heavily travelled toll highways in
the U.S. Their solution offers the State of New Jersey the
scalability to manage thousands of devices along those
stretches of highway.
Meanwhile, PTC’s award-winning IoT platform provider,
ThingWorx, is also working diligently with a number of
partners to help implement traffic management systems.
The company worked with All Traffic Solutions, a traffic
safety equipment provider, to implement smart signs as
a means to offer real-time data and more effective ways
to monitor traffic safety. These “smart” signs are telling
drivers what speed they are going, if there is an accident
ahead, or a traffic jam. Nandan Kaluskar, VP and head of
connected enterprise at Pactera, a global consulting and
technology service partner, discussed its smart parking
solution with PTC at LiveWorx on May 8th. According
to Kaluskar, some of the biggest challenges we’ll face will
be deciding “whether to build new or retrofit existing
cities…planning and change management” (PTC). But,
if companies continue collaborating and striving toward

a solution, we will be able to overcome these challenges.
SAP has also enhanced their IoT portfolio with the SAP
HANA Cloud Platform space, where more analytic
capabilities are available for customers to connect their
IoT devices and improve business process. The platform’s
AP intelligence can take data from anywhere, minimize
the amount of data being processed with a small footprint
and can be utilized from any IoT device. Within the
smart cities, SAP launched an initiative with China to
innovate their transportation systems. By utilizing the
HANA Cloud Platform and logistics software, along
with mobile and manufacturing partnerships, SAP
is able to analyze the road traffic as a means to reduce
congestion on the highways.
Cities of the Future
As we can see, cities today are taking advantage of what
the IoT has to offer by utilizing the collection of data
from connected traffic signs to traffic cameras that will
enable drivers to be aware of their speed, whether there
is an accident or someone is trying to find a parking spot
remotely. These intelligent traffic management systems
are enabling drivers to access traffic information in real
time and gather the necessary information to make
the right travel and shipment choices. But, traffic and
parking related solutions is only one facet of a smart city.
By creating integrated, multi-layer systems, we will be
able to better visualize how cities operate, breathe and
move.
Enabling smart cities can provide us with the opportunity
to view the city as a complete organism, rather than just
portions of systems. This allows us to look holistically at
the city, identify opportunities for change and optimize
our processes. And, as cities continue to grow rapidly,
the wealth and value of the data we collect will provide
valuable insights into traffic patterns, energy and water
consumption and needs, as well as identifying parking
availability and which streetlights need repairs.
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Final Thoughts
But for this to become a reality, the lack of cooperation
among municpal departments needs to be addressed.
The only way that we can initiate smart city developments
is to remove any pretense of ownership by a singular
department. In order to get smart city deployments
off the ground, each department from transporation
to fire rescue need to be on board and create a more
open system of communication. By being tightfisted
about who controls which department, barriers are
being constructed that can impede innovation and the
interconnection of systems that smart cities will need to
operate effectively and efficiently.

The adoption of smart cities will continue to ramp up
as the integration of these systems becomes more
streamlined through the use of mesh technologies and
agnostic software platforms. Additionally, as more
vendors and providers continue to partner and work
together with municipalities to provide smarter living
conditions, more traditional city models will convert to
smart cities, pushing innovation and further advance
our analytical capabilities and secure a brighter, more
intelligent future for us all.

Come See us At
IoT Evolution, Las Vegas: August 17-21
Don’t forget to register for the upcoming IoT Evolution Conference held in Las
Vegas. Here we will have a compelling set of speakers and panel discussions that
will help illuminate the murkey waters of the IoT and roadmap the landscape for
the rest of the year. Register here.
If you are interested in SPEAKING or participating in any discussions, please
contact IoT Evolution Chairman, James Brehm, at info@jbrehm.com in order
to get on the schedule.

James Brehm & Associates (JBA) is a consulting and marketing intelligence firm that provides project-based and
retained strategic advisory services to technology companies worldwide. With a firm focus on the Internet of Things (IoT),
Machine-to-Machine (M2M), and Big Data Analytics, JBA provides actionable insight and direction to a wide range
of organizations including Communication Service Providers, Hardware Manufacturers, Software Vendors, OEMs,
Private Equity, and Venture Capital Firms. Through projects on market size and share, competitive intelligence, product
development, go-to-market strategy, and client-specific consulting services, we help companies reach their maximum
potential.
http://www.jbrehm.com
If you’d like to continue to receive The Connected Conversation, please email our Content Czar
Joyce Deuley at joyce@jbrehm.com or call (210) 401-0051.
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